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Absolutely brilliant and beautiful roguelite that forces slow and considered fighting in order to succeed. You cannot progress
unless you improve your own keyboard skills and that is a high mark in gaming. If you are capable of getting good enough, you
can conceivably run through the entire game without getting hit.

Good luck with that.. A very simple game that quickly becomes very addictive. I know now what I\u00b4ll be playing this
winter, when I\u00b4m supposed to plow snow for real outside! :D

What makes the game interesting is, that the steering is everything but precise. Sounds weird? Yes. But when you start to master
the controls and the plow truck goes where you want it to go, then you feel like Mr. Plow himself!
...until you crash into the next car and get fired.

For anything about the graphics or the sound: Just watch the trailer and you know what there is to know.. + Nice Animations
+ Leaderboards
+ Feels very responsive when using wired xbox one controller
+ Addicting
- Music gets repetitive after a few rounds

Opinion:

# More gamemodes would be better (currently only 2 Frenzy and Recall)
# Some type of co-oprative\/vs - online\/local mode would make the game more competitve
# Would like more information after a run is complete (it would be nice to know average speed or number times wrong button is
pressed along with the score). It's Very Very Good.

In a Nutshell: Spelunky + Heavy Roguelike elements.
This game has depth, there are mechanics upon mechanics, and many ways to approach it.

There are 4 classes, with a lot of room for differentiation in play-style via starting conditions and build.
The Catacombs are cruel, and punish smack down hubris, the A.I is clever, and more advanced enemies will trick you.

Like, it's fun, very fun.. Going over and over in the same bland corridors, and shooting at the same unispired enemies?? No
thanks. The achievments seems to be broken too.. Great game...until game breaking error.

Developer does not respond nor care. AVOID AT ALL COSTS.. Very interesting quest about cosmonaut Kosmos and his friend-
helper Quest. Well-made plot, well-designed locations and puzzles don`t let you get bored, but nice looking graphics and voice
with a terrible Russian accent makes it clear where the author of this game comes from and at the same time adds some special
charm to it. I recommend buy this game at least for sake of voice acting. 10 cosmonauts out of 10. Basically if Fruitbat Factory
releases any DLC for Orange Juice I'll buy it. I have no clue who either of these two are really, but me and my girlfriend
recently started playing 200% Orange Juice and met the "Mira" character on a roof. We both said "Woah she\/he looks cool!
Why aren't they in Orange Juice?" This was literally yesterday mind you. Now they are playable one day later. This isn't a real
review I'm sorry. If you like Orange Juice and feel like supporting the creators, buy the dlc.. Three cheers for the Spideraa
update. Very happy with the improvements made to the game. Keep it up, I think this will be a very pleasing final product..
Enemy spawn points are not thought out properly, making new start very annoying and unable to defend against enemies that
spawn near your base when you arent even there.
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ninja doubleg 10+. Short Answer: Bug filled mess at it's best, with enemies that don't telegraph anything.

Long Answer: The single worst game I have ever experienced. This is below even the Bubsy games, at least I could finish those.
Every enemy in this game has instant attacks, the game is grid based, except when it isn't and the delineation isn't clear. The
concept is interesting, but the execution is so poor that ramming your head into your desk until you forget about this game is a
better use of your money.. I run a kind of pop-up local multiplayer arcade that I take to different events and run my own events.
I'm constantly testing out local multiplayer games at these events and have seen a lot of different people try different games out.
Without a doubt Pico park is my favourite game to show. It is a game you only really play through once with friends but is so
worth it and is a shining example of games that can teach team building skills. It's the simplest game to play so anyone can pick
it up. Every level is a different mechanic the team has to figure out and complete. I took it to a museum and projected it once
and had a team of 8 people who didn't know each other try out one level for fifteen minutes while a crowd of a hundred cheered
them on. Finally someone from the crowd started managing and giving a rhythm to the process and they completed it and
everyone roared like it was their favourtie team winning a football match. I can't recommend this game enough.

I'll be posting some video stuff about it soon on my channel if anyone is interested; {LINK
REMOVED}https:\/\/tinyurl.com\/y9bx3cxo. quite fast and quite accurate
does what it says

a card with good amount of VRAM is a near must , else displaying the rendered mesh can be a problem.
although there are work arounds.
 8gb ram is the stated minimum, 16 gb is more like the real normal.

and yes ,you need a NVIDIA graphic card..!!!!.
AMD buffs should get ready to miss out on some of the features.
ite graphics card does bulk of the work .... CUDA cores essentially.. Wow. Kinda hated this game. I love the humor in it, the
soundtrack, the elegant and simple graphics, the concept... but I just did not have fun at all.. I'm only giving it a positive review
because it has enough negatives. It is a downgrade from both the dissidia for psp and i wont deny that. However its not
completely terrible...

In all honesty i should just give it a negative review

You cant level up, your weapons are just for decoration and dont change your stats like before, the story isnt really promising or
interesting in anyway. But its still playable.

. Consider this a thumbs halfway recommendation. Do look into the game if you're interested, but if the descriptive text above
doesn't draw you in, the actual game is unlikely to change that.

Terrible sales copy aside, Always The Same Blue Sky does in fact present nicely detailed art and a fitting soundtrack, both of
which are used to good effect. It's easy to see the effort put into making things look and sound good, and Crimson Night\u2019s
team clearly have a good eye for what works, particularly with animations. But where Always The Same Blue Sky falls down is
where a lot of first productions do: on the story.

While the narration has some charm and wit, it's very much held back by trying to be as flowery as possible, often to the point
where it's hard to know what it's describing anymore. Between a few straightforward lines or simple descriptions, the narration
tends to go into purple prose overdrive about the simplest of things. It's hard to know what's important between it. In another
visual novel this might be forgiven, but it's already a great struggle to understand what Always The Same Blue Sky wants to say.

It could be apt to describe this game as a collection of vignettes, but thinking about it that way doesn't quite make the story any
more satisfying. The glimpses into the setting and Kira seem too insignificant, the ending that joins them a bit confusing, the
mystery behind mostly everything a bit too out of reach. Is it simply a story to make you think about humanity's destructive
nature? Is it more a way to capture a certain feeling? Or are we supposed to think about or feel something else? It feels like
there's more to what we're given; that, like the hidden story on the title screen, there's things left to discover that can help you
piece it all together. But all of that seems to remain out of reach, so what's left is a very short collection of moments connected
somehow that lead to an ending that might make you think about whatever you think the game\u2019s getting at.
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Clearing the game once allows you to play through it again with more options, but being meek or assertive doesn't really reveal
anything more about what's going on. You can also see an alternate ending where it seems the game really is all about your
outlook on the world, but who really knows?

In all, even though it looks and sounds well-produced and has hints of a good mystery\/psychological story, Always The Same
Blue Sky is as it's shallowly described on the store page and that's probably the most disappointing thing it could be.
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